[Receptive fields of cat striate neurons: dynamics of weight and topographical characteristics of the excitatory zone of the neuron receptive fields in the visual cortex].
In 22 acute experiments on anesthetized and immobilized adult cats, the dynamics of 83 on- and/or off-receptive fields (RF) was studied in 47 striate neurons with the method of temporal slices by mapping with single-flash stimuli. The latency of the RF appearance was 88 +/- 5 ms, and its duration was 192 +/- 12 ms. Dynamical wavy changes in the RF sizes and weights repeating up to three times were revealed. The mean duration of one wave was 95 +/- 4 ms. In 99% of cases, the RF discharge center defined for one temporal slice also displaced in an undulatory way relatively the RF's center defined for whole analysis period. The mean duration of this undulatory cycle was 67.3 +/- 3 ms. In 72.5% of cases, the displacement of the discharge center followed different trajectories inscribed in an ellipse. The functional significance of such changes in the RFs of striate neurons is discussed with regard to the dynamics of their detector features and underlying mechanisms.